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EX NO: 1

DATE :

STUDY AND USE OF PNEUMATIC AND HYDRAULIC
ELEMENTS
AIM:
To study and identify the various hydraulic and pneumatic components
which are used in Fluid power systems.
COMPONENTS:
DOUBLE ACTING CYLINDER
A double-acting cylinder is a cylinder in which the working fluid
acts alternately on both sides of the piston. In order to connect the piston in a
double-acting cylinder to an external mechanism, such as a crank shaft, a hole must
be provided in one end of the cylinder for the piston rod, and this is fitted with a
gland or "stuffing box" to prevent escape of the working fluid. Double-acting
cylinders are common in steam engines but unusual in other engine types. Many
hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders use them where it is needed to produce a force in
both directions. A double-acting hydraulic cylinder has a port at each end, supplied
with hydraulic fluid for both the retraction and extension of the piston. A doubleacting cylinder is used where an external force is not available to retract the piston
or it can be used where high force is required in both directions of travel. (Fig 1.1)
PRESSURE CONTROL VALVES
Pressure valves are hydraulic valves that gradually (control) or
suddenly (switch) change in position. The most common types of pressure control
valves are the pressure relief valve and the pressure reducing valve. Pressure relief
valves control the system pressure by relieving part, or all, of the flow to tank.(Fig
1.2)
PRESSURE-COMPENSATED FLOW CONTROL VALVE
A pressure-compensated flow control valve has a fixed throttling flow
at all pressures. The two-way pressure-compensated flow control valve is also called a
series valve. The pressure reducing valve and the smothering of this valve are placed in
series with each other. At a three-way pressure control valve, the pressure relief valve and
the throttle in this valve are parallel to each other.
The two-way and three-way pressure compensated flow control valves are quite similar.
The only difference is that in the latter type, the excess oil flow is not drained through the
pump's safety valve but through the flow control valve itself. (Fig 1.3)
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PNEUMATIC LIMIT SWITCHES
Pneumatic limit switches are comprised of a mechanical actuator attached directly to a
valve body. Activated when an object makes physical contact with the actuator, these
purely mechanical devices eliminate the need for electrical signals; perfect for hazardous
or explosion-proof areas. Available actuators include metal rollers, one-way rollers, and
plungers. (Fig 1.4)
Types
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roller lever
Rounded plunger
Roller plunger
Rod lever
Lateral rounded plunger
Lateral roller plunger

ELECTRICAL LIMIT SWITCH
A limit switch is an electromechanical device that consists of an actuator mechanically
linked to a set of contacts. When an object comes into contact with the actuator, the
device operates the contacts to make or break an electrical connection . (Fig 1.5)
4-WAY DIRECTIONAL VALVE
The 4-Way Directional Valve block represents a directional control valve with four ports
and three positions, or flow paths. The ports connect to what in a typical model are a
hydraulic pump (port P), a storage tank (port T), and a double-acting actuator
(ports A and B). Fluid can flow from the pump to the actuator via path P-A or P-B and
from the actuator to the tank via path A-T or B-T—depending on the working side of the
actuator.
In the default configuration, one valve position corresponds to the P-A and B-T flow
paths maximally open and the P-B and A-T flow paths maximally closed (position I in
the figure). Another valve position corresponds to the inverse configuration, with PB and A-T maximally open and P-A and B-T maximally closed (position II). The third
valve position corresponds to all flow paths maximally closed (position III). A
translating spool serves as the valve control member and determines the position that the
valve is in—I, II, III, or in between. (Fig 1.6)
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SINGLE-ACTING CYLINDER
A single-acting cylinder in a reciprocating engine is a cylinder in
which the working fluid acts on one side of the piston only. A single-acting cylinder
relies on the load, springs, other cylinders, or the momentum of a flywheel, to push the
piston back in the other direction. Single-acting cylinders are found in most kinds of
reciprocating engine. They are almost universal in internal combustion engines (e.g.
petrol and diesel engines) and are also used in many external combustion engines such as
Stirling engines and some steam engines. They are also found in pumps and hydraulic
rams. (Fig 1.7)
NEEDLE VALVE
An instrument needle valve uses a tapered pin to gradually open a
space for fine control of flow. The flow can be controlled and regulated with the use of a
spindle. A needle valve has a relatively small orifice with a long, tapered seat, and a
needle-shaped plunger on the end of a screw, which exactly fits the seat. Needle valves,
sometimes referred to as plunger valves, are regulating valves and enable engineers to
finely control and regulate water flow and pressure.(Fig 1.8)
OR GATE
Shows the symbol for an "or" element. A shuttle valve serves the same
purpose as an "or" element. Both inputs to an "or" element provide an output. A pilot
signal from two different sources can pass through to start the next function. This can
also be described by saying this signal or that signal provides an output. An "or" element
differs from an inline "tee" because an "or" passes either input to the output but does not
allow the inputs to pass to each other.Stacking "or" elements allows for more than two
inputs. Use an extra "or" element for each input after the first two signals. (Fig 1.9)
PILOT OPERATED CHECK VALVES
Designed for use in applications requiring an actuator to be locked in
position, Pilot Operated Check Valves allow free flow from the input port through the
output port. Supplying a pilot pressure to the valve allows flow in the opposite direction.
Pneumadyne's Pilot Operated Check Valves are ideal for reliably
holding an actuator position in a variety of applications. These rugged valves feature a
1/4 NPT output port which mounts directly on a cylinder, minimizing space requirements
and easing tubing installation. The input port swivels to accommodate valve alignment
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and contains a 1/4 push-in connection to speed tubing installation. 10-32 (F) and 1/4
push-in ports are available to fit plumbing specifications. (Fig 1.10)
Features of Pilot Operated Check Valves
•
Swivel input port eases valve alignment during installation
•
Direct cylinder mount minimizes space requirements
•
10-32 or 1/4 push-in pilot ports for plumbing convenience
•
Plated for corrosion resistance
•
Low cracking pressure speeds flow to the ports
SPOOL VALVES
Spool valves can be used in both hydraulics (where the oil is the energy source) and
Pneumatics (where the air is the energy source) and their job is to control the flow
direction of the energy source by combining or switching the paths through which the oil
or air can travel. (Fig 1.11)
The function of the spool is to move within the sealed case and provide the function of
either blocking or opening these ports depending on the position of the spool.
5/2 DIRECTIONAL CONTROL VALVE
A valve is a device that regulates the flow of fluid (gases, liquids,fluidized solids, or
slurries) by opening and closing or partially obstructing passage ways.
A 5/2 way directional valve from the name itself has 5 ports equally spaced and 2 flow
positions. It can be use to isolate and simultaneously bypass a passage way for the fluid
which for example should retract or extend a double acting cylinder. (Fig 1.12)
PNEUMATIC ROLLER LEVER
Pneumatic roller lever valves are used to sense the position of parts
mechanically within machine automation systems; a moving part passes over the roller
and operates the valve.
A wheel rotates in the direction of the moving part reducing friction, this minimises wear
and tear of both the pneumatic roller lever valve and the connecting component, for this
reason, a preferred method of mechanical sensing. (Fig 1.13)
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RESULT:
Thus the various hydraulic and pneumatic components which are used in
fluid power system have been identified and studied.
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EX NO: 2A

DATE :

SIMULATION OF HYDRAULIC CIRCUITS FOR METER-IN

AIM:
To simulate a Hydraulic circuit for Meter-in circuit for double acting cylinder.

APPARATUS REQUIRED:
•
•
•
•

Double acting cylinder-1 No
5/2 pilot operated spring return DCV-1 No
3/2 push button-1 No
Flow control valve-1 No

PROCEDURE:
• Ensure sufficient oil pressure is available as input in the FRL unit.
• The connections are made as per the circuit diagram (Fig 2.1).
• The input port of the 5/2 DCV and 3/2 push button is connected from the
FRL unit.
• The output port of the 5/2 DCV and 3/2 pushbutton is connected.
• Flow control valve port is connected to pilot operated 5/2 DCV.
• 5/2 DCV port is connected to blank end of double acting cylinder.
• The forward stroke controlled during the following conditions.
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DIAGRAM:

Figure 2.1 METER IN PNEUMATIC CIRCUIT
RESULT:
Thus the above simulation was made for “Meter- in” circuit using flow
control hydraulic trainer kit.
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EX NO: 2B

DATE :

SIMULATION OF HYDRAULIC CIRCUITS FOR METEROUT

AIM:
To simulate a pneumatic circuit for Meter-out circuit for double acting cylinder.

APPARATUS REQUIRED:
•
•
•
•

Double acting cylinder-1 No
5/2 pilot operated spring return DCV-1 No
3/2 push button-1 No
Flow control valve-1 No

PROCEDURE:
• Ensure sufficient oil pressure is available as input in the FRL unit.
• The connection are made as per the circuit diagram (Fig 2.2).
• The input port of the 5/2 DCV and 3/2 push button is connected from the
FRL unit.
• The output port of the 5/2 DCV and 3/2 pushbutton is connected.
• Flow control valve port is connected to pilot operated 5/2 DCV.
• 5/2 DCV port is connected to blank end of double acting cylinder.
• The return stroke controlled during the following conditions.
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DIAGRAM:

Figure 2.2 METER OUT PNEUMATIC CIRCUIT
RESULT:
Thus the above simulation was made for “Meter- out” circuit using flow
control hydraulic trainer kit.
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EX NO: 3A

DATE :

BASIC HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT [LINEAR MOTION]

AIM:
To simulate the double acting cylinder by using directional control valve under
hydraulic circuit.

APPARATUS REQUIRED:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Double acting cylinder -1 No
4/3 lever operated with detent control DCV-1 No
Pressure gauge -1 No
Pressure relief valve-1 No
Filter
Connecting tubes

PROCEDURE:
• The circuit diagram (Fig 3.1) is drawn according to the objective stated.
• The connection for pump (pressure) and tank are taken from ports on 4/3
DCV.
• The working ports are connected to the double acting cylinder.
• With use of lever, the oil is now regulated to move the piston from
forward position.
• Similarly when lever is moved to other side, the piston moved to return
position.
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DIAGRAM:

Figure 3.1 HYDRAULIC CIRCUITS [LINEAR MOTION]
RESULT:
Thus the linear motion of cylinder is achieved by using basic hydraulic
circuits.
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EX NO: 3B

DATE :

BASIC HYDRAUCLIC CIRCUIT[ROTARY MOTION]

AIM:
To simulate the hydraulic motor by using directional control valve under
hydraulic circuit.

APPARATUS REQUIRED:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hydraulic motor-1 No
4/3 lever operated with detent control DCV-1 No
Pressure gauge -1 No
Pressure relief valve-1 No
Filter
Connecting tubes

PROCEDURE:
• The circuit diagram (Fig 3.2) is drawn according to the objective stated.
• The connection for pump (pressure) and tank are taken from ports on 4/3
DCV
• The working ports are connected to the hydraulic motor.
• With use of lever, the oil is now regulated to move the hydraulic motor
from clockwise rotary.
• Similarly when lever is moved to other side, the hydraulic motor rotary
the anti-clockwise.
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DIAGRAM:

Figure 3.2 HYDRAULIC CIRCUITS [ROTARY MOTION]
RESULT:
Thus the rotary motion of motor is achieved by using basic hydraulic circuits.
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EX NO: 4A

DATE :

SIMULATION OF SINGLE ACTING CYLINDER USING
DIRECT METHOD

AIM:
To construct a circuit to trigger the forward and return stock by single acting
cylinder using a lever operated DCV (direct method).

APPARATUS REQUIRED:
• Single acting cylinder -1 No
• 3/2 lever operated DCV -1 No
• Connecting tubes

AIR SUPPLY:
• Shop floor air control supply with pressure regulator, filter, and
lubricators.

PROCEDURE:
• Draw the circuit diagram (Fig 4.1) for direct triggering of single acting
cylinder.
• Connect the cylinder, 3/2 lever operated DCV as per the circuit diagram
through FRL unit.
• Connect the air supply to distributer block.
• Operate the circuit.
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DIAGRAM:

Figure 4.1 SINGLE ACTING CYLINDER USING LEVER OPERATED DCV

RESULT:
Thus a single acting cylinder is simulated in the direct method with help of
direction control valves.
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EX NO: 4B

DATE :

SIMULATION OF SINGLE ACTING CYLINDER USING
INDIRECT METHOD

AIM:
To actuate a single acting cylinder using pilot operated 3/2 DCV and manually
actuated 3/2 DCV.

APPARATUS REQUIRED:
•
•
•
•

Single acting cylinder -1 No
3/2 push button-1 No
3/2 pilot operated spring return DCV-1 No
Connecting tubes

AIR SUPPLY:
• Shop floor air control supply with pressure regulator, filter, and
lubricators.

PROCEDURE:
• Draw the circuit diagram (Fig 4.2) for the indirect method of single
acting cylinder.
• Connect the cylinder, 3/2 push button, 3/2 pilot operated spring return
DCV as per the circuit diagram through FRL unit.
• Connect the air supply is given.
• Operate the circuit diagram.
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DIAGRAM:

Figure 4.2 SINGLE ACTING CYLINDER USING SINGLE SIDE PILOT
OPERATED DCV
RESULT:
Thus a single acting cylinder is simulated in the indirect method with help of
direction control valves.
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EX NO: 4C

DATE :

SIMULATION OF DOUBLE ACTING CYLINDER USING
DIRECT METHOD

AIM:
To simulate the double acting cylinder using direct method.

APPARATUS REQUIRED:
• Double acting cylinder -1 No
• 5/2 lever operated DCV-1 No
• Connecting tubes

AIR SUPPLY:
• Shop floor air control supply with pressure regulator, filter, and
lubricators.

PROCEDURE:
• Draw the circuit diagram (Fig 4.3) for the simulation of double acting
cylinder.
• The components are connected the board as per the circuit diagram.
• Connected the air supply from the compressor using the air manifold to
components.
• Changing the position of 5/2 DCV spool by using lever the piston will
extract from the cylinder.
• When release the lever,the spring on other end inside DCV will operate
another position to retract the piston to the cylinder.
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DIAGRAM:

Figure 4.3 DOUBLE ACTING CYLINDER USING LEVER OPERATED DCV

RESULT:
Thus a double acting cylinder is simulated in the direct method with help of
direction control valves.
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EX NO: 4D

DATE :

SIMULATION OF DOUBLE ACTING CYLINDER USING
INDIRECT METHOD

AIM:
To simulate the double acting cylinder using indirect method.

APPARATUS REQUIRED:
•
•
•
•

Double acting cylinder -1No
3/2 push button-1No
5/2 lever operated spring return DCV-1No
Connecting tubes

AIR SUPPLY:
• Shop floor air control supply with pressure regulator, filter, and
lubricators.
PROCEDURE:
• Draw the circuit diagram (Fig 4.4) for the simulation of double acting
cylinder.
• The components are connected the board as per the circuit diagram.
• Connected the air supply from the compressor using the air manifold to
components.
• Changing the position of 5/2 DCV spool by using 3/2 pushbutton the
piston will extract from the cylinder.
• When release the 3/2 pushbutton,the spring on other end inside DCV will
operate another position to retract the piston to the cylinder.
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DIAGRAM:

Figure 4.4 DOUBLE ACTING CYLINDER USING SINGLE SIDE PILOT
OPERATED DCV
RESULT:
Thus a double acting cylinder is simulated in the indirect method with help of
direction control valves.
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EX NO: 5

DATE :

ONE SHOT AND REGENERATIVE PNEUMATIC OF
SINGLE ACTING CYLINDER USING TWO PUSH BUTTON

AIM:
To actuate a single acting cylinder using pilot operated 3/2 DCV and manually
actuated 3/2 DCV.

APPARATUS REQUIRED:
•
•
•
•

Single acting cylinder -1 No
3/2 push button-2 No’s
3/2 double side pilot operated DCV-1 No
Connecting tubes

AIR SUPPLY:
• Shop floor air control supply with pressure regulator, filter, and
lubricators.

PROCEDURE:
• Draw the circuit diagram (Fig 5) for the indirect method of single acting
cylinder.
• Connect the cylinder, 3/2 push button, 3/2 double side pilot operated
DCV as per the circuit diagram through FRL unit.
• Connect the air supply is given.
• Operate the circuit diagram.
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DIAGRAM:

Figure 5 SINGLE ACTING CYLINDER USING DOUBLE SIDE PILOT
OPERATED
RESULT:
Thus a single acting cylinder is simulated in the two push button method with
help of direction control valves.
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EX NO: 6

DATE :

SIMULATION OF PNEUMATIC SEQUENCING CIRCUITS
OF A+B+A-B-

AIM:
To design a pneumatic for two actuators A & B to give sequence A+B+A-B-.

APPARATUS REQUIRED:
•
•
•
•

Double acting cylinders-2 No’s
5/2 pilot operated spring return DCV-2 No’s
3/2 limit switches-4 No’s
FRL unit,Mainfold

PROCEDURE:
• Ensure sufficient air pressure is available as input in the FRL unit.
• The connections are made as per the circuit diagram (Fig 6).
• The input/output ports of the 5/2 DCV and output part of the limit
switches is connected to manifold from the FRL unit.
• The ports of the 5/2 DCV to 3/2 limit switches is connected.
• 5/2 DCV ports is connected to blank end of double acting cylinder.
• The forward and return stroke occurs during the following conditions.
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DIAGRAM:

Figure 6 A+B+A-B- PNEUMATIC SEQUENCING CIRCUITS

RESULT:
Thus the above simulation was made for the A+B+A-B- using 3/2 limit switch
pneumatic trainer kit.
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EX NO: 7A

DATE :

SIMULATION OF ELECTRO PNEUMATIC CIRCUITS OF
A+B+

AIM:
To design a electro pneumatic for actuators to give A+A-.

APPARATUS REQUIRED:
•
•
•
•
•

Double acting cylinder-1 No’s
Relay box,3/2 push button-1 No’s
5/2 double solenoid DCV-1 No’s
3/2 limit switch-2 No’s
FRL unit,Mainfold

PROCEDURE:
• Ensure sufficient air pressure is available as input in the FRL unit.
• The connections are made as per the circuit diagram (Fig 7.1).
• The input/output ports of the 5/2 DCV and output port of the limit
switches is connected to manifold from the FRL unit.
• The ports of the 5/2 DCV to 3/2 limit switches is connected.
• 5/2 DCV ports is connected to blank end of double acting cylinder.
• The forward and return stroke occurs during the following conditions.
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DIAGRAM:

Figure 7.1 A+B+ ELECTRO PNEUMATIC SIMULATION CIRCUITS
LADDER DIAGRAM:

RESULT:
Thus the above electro pneumatic simulation was made.
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EX NO: 7B

DATE :

SIMULATION OF ELECTRO PNEUMATIC CIRCUITS OF
A+B+A-B-

AIM:
To design a electro pneumatic for two actuators A & B to give A+B+A-B-.

APPARATUS REQUIRED:
•
•
•
•
•

Double acting cylinder-2 No’s
Relay box,3/2 push button-1 No’s
5/2 double solenoid DCV-2 No’s
3/2 limit switch-4 No’s
FRL unit,Mainfold

PROCEDURE:
• Ensure sufficient air pressure is available as input in the FRL unit.
• The connections are made as per the circuit diagram (Fig 7.2).
• The input/output ports of the 5/2 DCV and output part of the limit
switches is connected to manifold from the FRL unit.
• The ports of the 5/2 DCV to 3/2 limit switches is connected.
• 5/2 DCV ports is connected to blank end of double acting cylinder.
• The forward and return stroke occurs during the following conditions.
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DIAGRAM:

Figure 7.2 A+B+A-B- ELECTRO PNEUMATIC SIMULATION CIRCUITS
LADDER DIAGRAM:

RESULT:
Thus the above electro pneumatic simulation was made.
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EX NO: 8A

DATE :

SIMULATION OF PNEUMATIC LOGIC CIRCUITS ‘AND’
GATE

AIM:
To design a pneumatic circuit for “AND” gate logic unit using two pressure
valve for single acting cylinder.

APPARATUS REQUIRED:
•
•
•
•

AND gate-1 No
Double acting cylinder-1 No
5/2 pilot operated spring return DCV-1 No
3/2 push button-2 No’s

PROCEDURE:
• Ensure sufficient air pressure is available as input in the FRL unit.
• The connections are made as per the circuit diagram (Fig 8.1).
• The input port of the 5/2 DCV and 3/2 push button is connected from the
FRL unit.
• The output port of the 5/2 DCV and 3/2 pushbutton is connected to the
AND gate.
• AND gate port is connected to pilot operated 5/2 DCV.
• 5/2 DCV port is connected to blank end of double acting cylinder.
• The forward stroke occurs during the following conditions.
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DIAGRAM:

Figure 8.1 AND LOGIC GATE CIRCUIT
RESULT:
Thus the above simulation was made for “AND” logic gate using basic
pneumatic trainer kit.
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EX NO: 8B

DATE :

SIMULATION OF PNEUMATIC LOGIC CIRCUITS ‘OR’
GATE

AIM:
To design a pneumatic circuit for “OR” gate logic unit using two pressure valve
for single acting cylinder.

APPARATUS REQUIRED:
•
•
•
•

OR gate-1 No
Double acting cylinder-1 No
5/2 pilot operated spring return DCV-1 No
3/2 push button-2 No’s

PROCEDURE:
• Ensure sufficient air pressure is available as input in the FRL unit.
• The connections are made as per the circuit diagram (Fig 8.2).
• The input port of the 5/2 DCV and 3/2 push button is connected from the
FRL unit.
• The output port of the 5/2 DCV and 3/2 pushbutton is connected to the
OR gate.
• OR gate port is connected to pilot operated 5/2 DCV.
• 5/2 DCV port is connected to blank end of double acting cylinder.
• The forward stroke occurs during the following conditions.
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DIAGRAM:

Figure 8.2 OR LOGIC GATE CIRCUIT
RESULT:
Thus the above simulation was made for “OR” logic gate using basic
pneumatic trainer kit.
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EX NO: 9

DATE :

SIMULATION OF ELECTRO PNEUMATIC SEQUENCING
CIRCUITS OF A+B+A-B-

AIM:
To design a electro pneumatic for two actuators A & B to give sequence A +B+A-B-.

APPARATUS REQUIRED:
•
•
•
•
•

Double acting cylinder-2 No’s
Relay box,3/2 push button-1 No’s
5/2 double solenoid DCV-2 No’s
3/2 limit switch-4 No’s
FRL unit,Mainfold

PROCEDURE:
• Ensure sufficient air pressure is available as input in the FRL unit.
• The connections are made as per the circuit diagram (Fig 9).
• The input/output ports of the 5/2 DCV and output ports of the limit
switches is connected to manifold from the FRL unit.
• The ports of the 5/2 DCV to 3/2 limit switches is connected.
• 5/2 DCV ports is connected to blank end of double acting cylinder.
• The forward and return stroke occurs automatically during the following
circuit.
• By using start/stop button,the circuit can run or end .
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DIAGRAM:

Figure 9 A+B+A-B- ELECTRO PNEUMATIC SEQUENCING CIRCUITS
LADDER DIAGRAM:

RESULT:
Thus the above electro pneumatic sequencing simulation was made.
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EX NO: 10

DATE :

SIMULATION OF ELECTRO PNEUMATIC SEQUENCING
CIRCUITS USING OMRON PLC

AIM:
To design a pneumatic circuit for sequence A+B+A-B-

APPARATUS REQUIRED:
•
•
•
•
•

Double acting cylinder-2 No’s
Relay box,3/2 pushbuttons-1 No
Limit switches-4 No’s
5/2 double side solenoid DCV-2 No’s
Connecting tubes, wires

PROCEDURE:
• Draw the circuit diagram for the actuation of the sequence.
• Connect the cylinder, 5/2 solenoid operated DCV, 3/2 pushbutton as per
the circuit diagram.
• Connect the air supply to the circuit.
• Operate the circuit as required.
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DIAGRAM:

Figure 10 A+B+A-B- ELECTRO PNEUMATIC SEQUENCING CIRCUITS
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LADDER DIAGRAM:

RESULT:
Thus the above Electro pneumatic sequencing simulation was made.
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EX NO: 11

DATE :

SIMULATION OF ELECTRO HYDRAULIC SEQUENCING
CIRCUITS USING MITSUBISHI PLC

AIM:
To design a pneumatic circuit for sequence A+B+A-B-

APPARATUS REQUIRED:
•
•
•
•
•

Double acting cylinder-2No
Electro hydraulic trainer kit
Proximity sensor-4No
5/2 double side solenoid DCV-2No
Connecting tubes, wires

PROCEDURE:
• Draw the circuit diagram for the actuation of the sequence.
• Connect the cylinder, 5/2 solenoid operated DCV, proximity sensor as
per the circuit diagram.
• Connect the oil supply to the circuit.
• Operate the circuit as required.
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DIAGRAM:

Figure 11 A+B+A-B- ELECTRO HYDRAULIC SEQUENCING CIRCUITS
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LADDER DIAGRAM:

RESULT:
Thus the above sequencing simulationwas made.
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EX NO: 12

DATE :

SIMULATION OF DOUBLE ACTING CYLINDER USING
TWO PUSH BUTTON FOR PRESS MACHINE

AIM:
To actuate a single acting cylinder using pilot operated 3/2 DCV and manually
actuated 3/2 DCV.

APPARATUS REQUIRED:
•
•
•
•

Double acting cylinder -1 No
3/2 push button-2 No’s
5/2 double side pilot operated DCV-1 No
Connecting tubes

AIR SUPPLY:
• Shop floor air control supply with pressure regulator, filter, and
lubricators.

. PROCEDURE:
•
•
•
•

Draw the circuit diagram for the simulation of double acting cylinder.
The components are connected the board as per the circuit diagram.
Connected the air supply to the components from air mainfold.
By changing the position of 5/2 DCV spool by using pushbuttons the
cylinder moves the piston forward and backward.
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DIAGRAM:

Figure 12 DOUBLE ACTING CYLINDER USING DOUBLE SIDE PILOT
OPERATED
RESULT:
Thus a double acting cylinder is simulated in the two push button method
with help of direction control valves.
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EX NO: 13

DATE :

SIMULATION OF LADDER DIAGRAM FOR ELECTRICAL
AND PLC CONTROL FOR THE GIVEN SEQUENCING

AIM:
To design a pneumatic circuit for sequence A+B+A-B-

APPARATUS REQUIRED:
•
•
•
•
•

Double acting cylinder-2 No’s
Relay box,3/2 pushbuttons-1 No
Limit switches-4 No’s
5/2 double side solenoid DCV-2 No’s
Connecting tubes, wires

PROCEDURE:
• Draw the circuit diagram for the actuation of the sequence.
• Connect the cylinder, 5/2 solenoid operated DCV, 3/2 pushbutton as per
the circuit diagram.
• Connect the air supply to the circuit.
• Operate the circuit as required.
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DIAGRAM:

Figure 13 A+B+A-B- ELECTRICAL SEQUENCING CIRCUITS
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LADDER DIAGRAM:

RESULT:
Thus the above Electrical sequencing simulation was made.
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EX NO: 14

DATE :

SIMULATION OF AUTOMATION STUDIO SOFTWARE

AIM:
To design a pneumatic circuit for sequence A+B+C+A-B-C-

APPARATUS REQUIRED:
• Automation studio
• Hardware key

PROCEDURE:
• Draw the circuit diagram for the actuation of the sequence.
• Connect the cylinder, 5/2 double soleniod operated DCV as per the
circuit diagram.
• Draw a ladder diagram using proximity sensor and push button to
activate solenoids.
• Connect the input and exhaust lines to the circuit.
• Simulate the circuit as required.
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DIAGRAM:

Figure 14 A+B+C+A-B-C-PNEUMATIC SEQUENCING CIRCUITS
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LADDER DIAGRAM:

RESULT:
Thus the above sequencing was made in the Automation studio.

